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Dirty tankers
Mideast Gulf, west Africa VLCC rates soften
Freight rates for VLCC tankers from the Mideast Gulf and
west Africa fell further on Tuesday, despite an uptick in
chartering activity from Chinese firms.
The Mideast Gulf to east Asia rate fell by WS1.5 to
WS58.5. Chinese state-run trader Unipec put the Samail on
subjects from the Mideast Gulf to China at WS58 loading
from 18-20 August. The company also put the Euro Victory
on subjects on the same route at WS57.5 loading from 17-19
August. Thailand’s state-owned PTT put the Asia Dawn on
subjects from the Mideast Gulf to Thailand loading from 1315 August at WS57.5.
Bunker fuel deliveries in the UAE's Fujairah, the world's
third largest bunker centre, remain disrupted as a result
of heavy rainfall that caused widespread floods. German
energy company Uniper declared force majeure on bunker
fuel supply from its 67,000 b/d topping refinery. Fellow
bunker supplier and terminal operator GPS Chemoil has also
declared force majeure after its facilities were flooded. Several barges have lined up at terminals in Fujairah waiting for
loadings to resume. Trading firm Vitol is understood to have
restarted limited loading but conditions remain unstable,
according to market participants.
The front-month October Brent-Dubai EFS, or the spread
between Ice Brent futures and Dubai swaps, was at a $7.10/
bl premium on 2 August, down from $8.59/bl in the previous
session. This was the lowest premium since 29 April. A narrowing Brent-Dubai EFS usually reduces demand for Dubailinked Mideast Gulf crude, as it makes Dated-linked arbitrage
cargoes from the Atlantic basin more attractive.
The west Africa to China rate fell by WS1 to WS59. A
charterer put the Seavoice on subjects west Africa to east
Asia loading from 24-26 August but a rate was yet to be
reported.
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prICES
Dirty freight rates
Size
'000t

Route

Daily
Worldscale

±

$/t

Middle East and Asia-Pacific
Mideast Gulf-East (double hull)

270

57.50

-1.50

12.54

Mideast Gulf-Singapore

270

58.50

-1.50

8.35

Mideast Gulf-west coast India

270

63.00

nc

4.55

Mideast Gulf-UKC/Med

280

35.00

nc

9.57

Mideast Gulf-US Gulf

280

33.00

nc

11.68

Mideast Gulf-Med

140

77.50

nc

13.16

Mideast Gulf-east Asia

130

132.50

nc

-

Mideast Gulf-Singapore

130

-

-

18.75

Mideast Gulf-China

130

-

-

30.50

Mideast Gulf-west coast India

130

135.00

nc

9.09

Mideast Gulf-East - fuel oil

80

200.00

nc

27.62

Mideast Gulf-west coast India

80

202.50

nc

14.88

Red Sea-China

80

205.00

nc

48.56
34.67

SE Asia-EC Australia

80

205.00

+5.00

Indonesia-Japan

80

205.00

+5.00

27.43

Kozmino-Yosu*

100

1,635,000

nc

16.35

Kozmino-north China*

100

1,700,000

nc

17.00

Kozmino-Chiba*

100

1,700,000

nc

17.00

Kozmino-Singapore*

100

1,740,000

nc

17.40

Northern Europe
North Sea-northeast Asia*

270

6,850,000

nc

25.37

UKC-Med

80

150.00

+20.00

21.50

Cross UKC

80

185.00

+20.00

11.27

UKC-US Atlantic coast

80

137.50

+20.00

19.64
32.40

Baltic-Med

100

190.00

nc

Primorsk-UKC

100

220.00

nc

18.68

UKC-US Gulf fuel oil

55

190.00

nc

36.27

Baltic-UKC fuel oil

30

425.00

nc

37.36

Baltic-Med fuel oil

30

405.00

nc

62.09

West Africa
West Africa-US Gulf

260

63.00

-2.00

12.93

West Africa-China

260

59.00

-1.00

19.68

West Africa-Singapore

260

60.00

-1.00

15.73

West Africa-W coast India*

260

4,150,000

nc

15.96

West Africa-E coast India*

260

4,450,000

nc

17.12

West Africa-W coast India*

130

4,250,000

nc

32.69

West Africa-E coast India*

130

4,400,000

nc

33.85

West Africa-India*

130

4,325,000

nc

33.27

West Africa-US Gulf

130

127.50

nc

26.18

West Africa-UKC/Med

130

132.50

nc

20.84

*$ lumpsum
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Mediterranean, west Africa Suezmax steady

Dirty freight rates

Freight rates for Suezmax vessels from the Mediterranean
and west Africa were steady on Tuesday as fundamentals
remained relatively balanced.
The cross-Mediterranean rate was unchanged at WS180.
Chinese state-run trader Unipec put the Yannis P on subjects
from Es Sider, Libya to the UK Continent at WS170 or Mediterranean at WS180 loading from 13-15 August. The vessel
replaces the Nordic Breeze which failed.
The Mediterranean to east Asia and Black Sea to east
Asia rates were also steady at $5mn and $6mn respectively.
The west Africa to UK Continent and west Africa to US
Gulf rates were steady at WS132.5 and WS127.5 respectively.
Trading firm Glencore’s ST Shipping and trader Sahara had
cargoes in the region for delivery to the UK Continent and
Mediterranean loading from 17 and 12 August, respectively.
A growing tonnage list and limited demand as a result of
both operational issues in west Africa and reduced refining
margins in Europe, is putting pressure on rates.

Southeast Asian Aframax rates rise
Aframax freight rates from southeast Asia rose further, as
chartering activities increased amid tighter tonnage supplies.
Southeast Asian Aframax rates to east coast Australia
and from Indonesia to Japan increased by WS5 to WS205. It
emerged that Australia’s Ampol replaced the Osgood which
it booked at WS200 with the Signal Alpha at WS210 for its
$/bl

Ecuador crude-specific freight
Delivery to

Size '000t

Price

100
50

2.53
4.79

100
50

2.63
4.98

Oriente
Los Angeles
Houston
Napo
Los Angeles
Houston

$/day

Time charter equivalent rates
Route

Time charter rate

±

Size
Daily
'000t Worldscale

Black Sea and Mediterranean
Novorossiysk-Med
Black Sea-Med
Cross Med
Med-US Gulf
Med/Black Sea-East*
Med-East*
Black Sea-East*
Black Sea-Singapore*
Med-Singapore*
Black Sea-WC India*
Cross Med
Black Sea-Med
Black Sea-UKC
Med-UKC
Med-US Gulf
Med-US Gulf fuel oil
Cross Med fuel oil
Black Sea-Med fuel oil
Americas
Caribbean-China*
Caribbean-Singapore*
Caribbean-WC India*
USGC-China*
USGC-China (STS)*
USGC-Rotterdam*
USGC-Singapore*
USGC-South Korea/Japan*
USGC-WC India*
Brazil-China
USGC/Caribs-Singapore*
USGC-China*
USGC-Europe
Panama-USWC
Guyana-Panama
Caribbean-USGC
Caribbean-UK continent
Caribbean-Panama
Esmeraldas-Los Angeles
Caribbean-US Gulf
USGC-east coast Canada
USGC-UK continent
Aug 22 FFA
Sep 22 FFA
Oct 22 FFA
East coast Mexico-USGC
Caribbean-UK continent
Caribbean-US Gulf
Esmeraldas-Houston
Ecuador-USWC
East coast Mexico-USGC
USGC Aframax reverse lightering*

±

$/t

140
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
80
80
80
80
80
55
30
30

202.50
210.00
180.00
150.00
5,500,000
5,000,000
6,000,000
5,400,000
4,400,000
5,000,000
265.00
360.00
345.00
265.00
205.00
190.00
315.00
510.00

nc
nc
nc
nc
nc
nc
nc
nc
nc
nc
-5.00
nc
nc
-5.00
-5.00
nc
nc
nc

19.58
20.03
11.12
31.20
40.74
37.04
44.44
40.00
32.59
37.04
18.66
34.34
52.61
31.08
43.75
41.36
20.79
49.06

270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
260
130
130
150
130
130
130
150
130
100
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
50
50
50
50
-

7,350,000
6,350,000
6,250,000
7,550,000
7,300,000
3,600,000
6,550,000
7,550,000
6,450,000
58.00
5,900,000
6,400,000
120.00
130.00
173.00
161.50
120.00
173.00
250.00
250.00
235.00
233.00
227.50
218.50
255.00
235.00
315.00
294.00
315.00
545,000

-100,000
-100,000
-100,000
-100,000
-100,000
-250,000
-100,000
-100,000
-100,000
-0.50
+500,000
+500,000
+10.00
nc
+11.50
+11.50
+10.00
+11.50
nc
+12.50
+2.50
+1.00
+2.50
+2.00
nc
+5.00
nc
+14.00
nc
+5,000

27.22
23.52
23.15
27.96
27.04
13.33
24.26
27.96
23.89
21.96
45.38
49.23
23.41
14.60
12.09
13.99
20.08
7.25
17.36
24.73
32.88
43.92
43.55
42.52
40.84
13.16
40.37
31.15
32.89
36.10
14.30
-

*$ lumpsum

Dirty Tankers-Suezmax
Ras Tanura-Qingdao scrubber fitted
Ras Tanura-Singapore scrubber fitted
Ras Tanura-Qingdao*
Ras Tanura-Singapore*
Dirty Tankers-Aframax
Fujairah-Singapore*
Bukit Tua-Kikuma*
Kimanis-Geelong*
Kozmino-Longkou*

48,797
46,448
34,109
32,015

+283
+277
+2,374
+2,333

31,319
41,861
42,549
92,392

+2,053
+3,690
+3,797
+170

*non-scrubber

Dirty tanker demurrage
Route

Segment

$/day

±

Atlantic basin-Asia
Mideast Gulf-East
Mideast Gulf-East
Black Sea-Med
Black Sea-Med
Kozmino-north China

VLCC
VLCC
Suezmax
Suezmax
Aframax
Aframax

57,500
40,000
50,000
55,000
55,000
40,000

+7,500
nc
nc
nc
nc
nc

Delays
Location

Weekly Jones Act dirty rates
Route

Route

Size '000bl

$/bl

+/-

Corpus Christi - Delaware Bay

260-330

4.66

+0.04

Corpus Christi - St. James

140-260

3.35

+0.02

Corpus Christi - St. James

260-330

2.35

+0.02
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Turkish straits NB
Turkish straits SB
Panama Canal Neopanamax locks NB
Panama Canal Neopanamax locks SB
Panama Canal Panamax locks NB
Panama Canal Panamax locks SB
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Days

±

2
2
7
11
8
4

nc
nc
-2
+1
+2
-2
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VLCC FREIGHT RATES

West Africa-China

260,000t
19.68

Today ($/t)

12.54

vs last week average

-4.2%

vs last week average

-4.2%

-1.4%

vs July 2022 average

vs August 2021 average

Today ($ lumpsum)

+96.1%

vs August 2021 average

-1.8%
+101.3%

270,000t
6,350,000

vs last week average

-2.9%

vs July 2022 average

+2.8%

vs August 2021 average

270,000t

Today ($/t)

vs July 2022 average

Caribbean-Singapore

Mideast Gulf-East

+97.2%

80,000t shipment from Malaysia’s Miri and Vietnam’s Chim
Sao to Brisbane, loading from 11 August. But the fixture was
concluded at a premium to prevailing market rates because
it was a replacement fixture. Trading firm Vitol booked the
2005-built Pacific Dawn for its 80,000t shipment to load
from three ports, in order of Indonesia-Thailand-Indonesia,
for discharge in Geelong, loading from 8 August. Japanese
refiner Taiyo Oil booked the Kriti Journey for a similar shipment from Vietnam and Malaysia’s Pengerang to Japan, loading from 13 August. But the rates for both fixtures had yet to
emerge as of Singapore’s market close. On cargoes, Ampol
sought a vessel for a similar-sized shipment on the route,
loading from 16 August.
Rates for 130,000t Suezmax shipments from the Mideast
Gulf to east Asia and to the west coast of India both held at
WS132.5 and WS135, respectively, on chartering activity and
existing regional cargo stems. Indian state-controlled refiner
MRPL booked the Eleni at WS141.5 for its 130,000t shipment
from Basrah, Iraq to Vadinar, loading from 19 August. But
the fixture was concluded at a premium to prevailing market
rates, because the shipment had specific vessel requirements, participants said. On cargoes, at least three shipments remained in the market. To east Asia, Singapore oil
trading Arc Energy sought a vessel for its 130,000t shipment
from the Mideast Gulf, loading from 14 August. To India, Indian state-controlled refiner IOC and Indian state-controlled
BPCL each sought a vessel for a similar shipment from the
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Mideast Gulf, loading from 17 and 19 August, respectively.
Freight rates for Aframax shipments from the Mideast
Gulf to east Asia and to west cost of India both remained at
WS200 and WS202.5, respectively. But freight rates could
drop in the short-term because of growing concerns about
slowing global economic activity as the Ice Brent futures
weakened. The price for very-low sulphur bunkers with
0.5pc sulphur content in Singapore by $15.11/t to $858.35/t
on 1 August. India's private shipowner Gesco booked the
2002-built Voyager I for its 80,000t shipment from the Mideast Gulf to the west coast of India, loading from 16 August.
But the fixture’s rate had yet to emerge as of Singapore’s
close. On cargoes, Gesco sought a vessel for a similar shipment on the route, loading from 23 August.

North Sea Aframax rates spike
North Sea Aframax rates jumped WS20 on Tuesday on the
back of tighter supply, while Mediterranean rates ticked
down.
The cross-UK Continent rate rose by WS20 to WS185.
CSSSA, the shipping arm of TotalEnergies, put the Heather
Knutsen on subjects from west coast Norway to the UK
Continent loading from 12-13 August, and ExxonMobil put a
vessel on subjects east coast UK to the UK Continent loading
from 10-12 August. A rate had yet to be reported for either
voyage.
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The cross-Mediterranean rate fell by WS5 to WS265.
Tonnage from the North Sea ballasted south when activity
was low, easing supply in the north while putting pressure
on rates in the south. Sonatrach put the Trident Hope on
subjects from Sidi Kerir, Egypt to Augusta, Italy loading from
7 August. A rate had yet to be reported. Refiner Petroineos
was seeking a vessel for a 80,000t cargo from Es Sider to the
Mediterranean loading from 7 August.
CSSSA also put the Iberian Sea on subjects from the UK
Continent to Butinge at WS180 or Gdansk at WS185 loading
from 9-10 August. Baltic and Black Sea rates were steady.
The Primorsk to UK Continent rate was at WS220, while the
Black Sea to Mediterranean rate was at WS360.

European fuel oil Handysize rates rise
European freight rates for Handysize tankers carrying fuel oil
ticked in the north of Europe with firmer activity.
The cross-UK Continent rate reached WS5 higher to
WS365. There were at least two fixtures and two more cargoes under discussion the region but these were destined for
the Mediterranean instead as charterers look to reduce the
size of their stocks. The shortage of storage space has made
encouraged fuel oil exports from the UK Continent.
The cross-Mediterranean rate held steady despite fixtures
as there were still several available ships.

Dirty Americas tankers: Rates firm
Suezmax and Aframax rates in the dirty Americas tanker
market rose because of strong demand for the segments in
the US Gulf coast and Latin America.
BP put the Front Ull Suezmax on subjects for a US Gulf
coast-Europe voyage from 16 August at WS120, lifting the
rate on the route by WS10 to that level.
Repsol put the Besiktas Bosphorus on subjects for an east
coast Mexico-Spain voyage from 12 August at WS115.
Petrobras put the San Jacinto Suezmax on subjects for
a US Gulf coast-Brazil voyage at WS130, put the Orient M
Suezmax on subjects for a Brazil-Peru voyage at WS141, and
put the Front Coral Suezmax on subjects to carry 130,000t
of fuel oil on a voyage out of with discharge options in
Singapore, the Mideast Gulf and UKC at WS140, WS145 and
WS141.5, respectively.
Shell sought a Suezmax for a US Gulf coast-UKC voyage from 7-9 August, Hess sought a Suezmax for a GuyanaPanama voyage from 15-16 August, and Glencore sought a
Suezmax for an Argentina-Hawaii voyage from 27-29 August.
Occidental put the Dakota Strength Aframax on subjects
for a US Gulf coast-east coast Canada voyage from 7 August
at WS250, lifting the rate on the route by WS12.5 to that
level.
BP put the Solviken Aframax on subjects for a US Gulf
coast-UKC voyage from 9 August at WS235, lifting the rate on
the route by WS2.5 to that level.
VLCC demand was limited. Rates for the segment fell for
a second straight day.
Vitol put the Sea Pearl VLCC on subjects for a US Gulf
coast-UKC voyage from 1-5 September for $3.6mn lump sum,
including load-port fees of $250,000, lowering the rate on
the route by $250,000 to that level.
SK Energy sought a VLCC for a US Gulf coast-South Korea
voyage from 9-14 September, and Total sought a VLCC for a
US Gulf coast-UKC voyage from 28 August.
The US Gulf coast-China VLCC rate fell by $100,000 to
$7.55mn, and the Brazil-China VLCC rate fell by WS0.5 to
WS58.
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Crude trade routes
Published date: Tuesday 2 August 2022 		

Weekly price updates

Period: 30

The prices used are mid-week (Tue-Wed-Thu) averages for the previous
assessment week, providing a broad snapshot of key seaborne trade routes
for crude around the globe.

North Sea-NE Asia, 270kt
$25.74/mt
$3.63/bl

USGC-Europe, 70kt
$36.13/mt
$4.63/bl

Key benchmark locations
Freight prices for trade routes
and vessel size

Baltic-UKC, 100kt
$18.68/mt
$2.60/bl

WAF-UKCM, 130kt
$22.02/mt
$2.98/bl

4.4 days

17.3 days

4.4 days

MEG-Singapore, 270kt
$8.66/mt
$1.21/bl

50.4 days

Russia
South Am
North Am
Europe
Middle E
Africa

Kozmino-North China, 100kt
$17.00/mt
$2.30/bl

Black Sea-Med, 80kt
$34.18/mt
$4.74/bl

3.5 days

13.6 days
15.1 days

MEG-East, 270kt
$13.02/mt
$1.78/bl

53.3 days

19.5 days
24.5 days

USGC-China, 270kt
$28.70/mt
$3.68/bl

WAF-WC India, 260kt
$17.31/mt
$2.35/bl

Sunda strait

33.5 days

WAF-China, 260kt
$20.57/mt
$2.93/bl

38.8 days

Brazil-China, 260kt
$22.34/mt
$3.12/bl

Crude trade routes
Crude

Origin

FOB Price

Destination

$/bl
AGS marker (WTI)
AGS marker (WTI)
Tupi
Johan Sverdrup
Bonny Light
Bonny Light
Djeno
Urals, Baltic
Urals, Black Sea
Basrah Medium
ESPO Blend
Oman

US Gulf
US Gulf
Brazil
Norway
Nigeria
Nigeria
Rep. Congo
Primorsk
Novorossiysk
Iraq
Kozmino
Oman

98.07
98.07
105.06
106.05
118.23
118.23
110.75
82.88
83.50
105.43
90.10
105.33

Rotterdam
China
Shandong
Shandong
Rotterdam
India
Shandong
Rotterdam
Augusta
Singapore
Shandong
Shandong

To learn more about Argus’ daily price assessments, market-moving
news and in-depth analysis, please visit:
Argus Crude:

argusmedia.com/en/crude-oil/argus-crude
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Delivered price

$/bl

$/t

$/bl

4.63
3.68
3.12
3.63
2.98
2.35
2.93
2.60
4.74
1.21
2.30
1.78

36.13
28.70
22.34
25.74
22.02
17.31
20.57
18.68
34.18
8.66
17.00
13.02

116.75
106.29
108.18
109.68
120.20
120.58
107.68
85.48
87.98
106.66
99.63
89.53
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Clean tankers

Clean freight rates

Mideast Gulf to east Africa MR rates decrease

Route

Medium Range (MR) rates from the Mideast Gulf to east
Africa fell as demand remained weak.
MR rates from the Mideast Gulf to east Africa which
includes anti-piracy fees decreased by WS15 to WS425.
South Africa’s Engen booked the Navig8 Goal at WS415 for
a 35,000t shipment from the Mideast Gulf to South Africa,
loading from 10 August. The fixture would be equivalent
to WS425 for a similar shipment to east Africa. The Navig8
Goal was previously booked at WS475 by TotalEnergies on
27 July, for a similar sized shipment on the Mideast Gulf to
east Africa route, loading from 9 August. Earlier, it emerged
that TotalEnergies' shipping arm CSSA replaced the Dee4
Ceader which it booked at WS480 on 27 July, with the Hafnia
Raven at WS480, for a 35,000t shipment to east Africa,
loading from 6 August, with options to discharge within the
Mideast Gulf at $1mn, in Pakistan at $1.25mn and in Gizan at
$1.35mn. Prompt replacement fixtures demanded a strong
premium, participants said, but such a fixture was not representative of prevailing market levels as it was unlikely to be
repeated for the natural loading window.
MR rates from South Korea to Australia fell by WS5 to
WS405, and lumpsum rates from South Korea to the US west
coast (USWC) fell by $25,000 to $2.85mn as demand continued to falter. It emerged earlier that Shell booked the STI
La Boca at WS410 for a 35,000t shipment from Daesa, South
Korea to Australia, loading from 13 August. But the fixture
was reportedly concluded at a discount as the vessel was
discount to prevailing market levels as it would be the vessel’s first shipment after completing drydock.
Long Range (LR)1 rates from the Mideast Gulf to Japan
fell by WS5 to WS255 as demand was scarce and vessel availabilities were high. BP booked the Aristarchos at WS255 for a
55,000t shipment from the Mideast Gulf to east Asia, loading
Clean: Cross Med 30kt

Size
Daily
'000t Worldscale

±

$/t

50.00

Black Sea and Mediterranean
Med-Japan*

80

4,000,000

nc

Med-Japan*

60

3,700,000

nc

61.67

Cross Med

30

227.50

+2.50

15.81

Black Sea-Med

30

750.00

nc

79.35

Med-UKC

30

237.50

+2.50

29.00

Med-US Atlantic coast

37

345.00

nc

55.61

Med naphtha premium

30

+0.00

nc

-

Med gasoline premium

30

+0.00

nc

-

Med jet premium

30

+0.00

nc

-

Cross Med naphtha

30

227.50

+2.50

15.81

Cross Med gasoline

30

227.50

+2.50

15.81

Cross Med jet

30

227.50

+2.50

15.81

Med-UKC naphtha

30

237.50

+2.50

28.93

Med-UKC gasoline

30

237.50

+2.50

26.91

Med-UKC jet

30

237.50

+2.50

26.91

Middle East and Asia-Pacific
Mideast Gulf-UKC*

90

Mideast Gulf-Japan

75

4,750,000 +150,000
240.00

+5.00

52.78
54.94

Mideast Gulf-South Korea

75

245.00

+5.00

51.50

Mideast Gulf-Japan

55

255.00

-5.00

58.37

Mideast Gulf-South Korea

55

260.00

-5.00

54.65

Mideast Gulf-UKC*

65

3,600,000 -50,000

55.38

Mideast Gulf-Singapore

55

270.00

-5.00

35.91

Mideast Gulf-Singapore

35

400.00

nc

55.24

Mideast Gulf-Japan

35

360.00

nc

81.36

Mideast Gulf-west coast India*

35

1,032,000

nc

29.49

Mideast Gulf-west coast India

35

405.00

nc

-

Mideast Gulf-east coast India*

35

1,781,800

nc

50.91

Mideast Gulf-east coast India

35

405.00

nc

-

Mideast Gulf-East Africa

35

386.00

-15.00

42.58

Mideast Gulf-East Africa**

35

425.00

-15.00

46.88

Singapore-Japan

30

375.00

-2.50

42.90

South Korea-Australia/New Zealand

35

405.00

-5.00

-

South Korea-east coast Australia

35

-

-

65.21

South Korea-New Zealand

35

-

-

77.23

South Korea-Singapore*

35

1,200,000

nc

34.29

South Korea-USWC*

35

2,850,000 -25,000

81.43

South Korea-Chile*

35

3,450,000 -25,000

98.57

SE Asia-EC Australia

30

461.00

-3.00

72.79

SE Asia-EC Australia

35

395.00

-2.50

62.37

UKC-US Atlantic coast

37

350.00

+5.00

49.63

UKC-east coast Mexico

37

335.00

+5.00

62.41

UKC-South America

37

365.00

+5.00

64.53

UKC-West Africa

60

227.50

nc

37.88

UKC-West Africa

37

360.00

+5.00

59.94

Cross UKC

22

367.50

nc

20.14

Cross UKC

30

270.00

nc

14.80

Baltic-UKC

30

500.00

nc

43.30
72.83

Northern Europe

550
500
450
400
hhhhhhh

350
300

Others

250

ARA-Walvis Bay

-

-

+1.01

ARA-Durban

-

-

+1.21

87.55

Mideast Gulf-Walvis Bay

-

-

-2.98

76.58

Mideast Gulf-Durban

-

-

-2.24

57.22

200
6 May 22

7 Jun 22
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5 Jul 22

2 Aug 22

*$ lumpsum **inclusive of anti-piracy fees
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from 8 August. The fixture was concluded at prevailing market rates despite its prompt loading dates, as prompt vessels
were widely available.
In contrast, LR2 rates from the Mideast Gulf to Japan
adjusted higher by WS5 to WS240. Fundamentals were
unchanged and rates on the route were reportedly trading within a range, participants said. But there was some
support compared to LR1s, as demand for LR2s to the UKC
region remained active. Shell booked the Sparto at WS240
for a 75,000t shipment from the Mideast Gulf to Japan, loading from 14 August.

Clean Americas tankers: MR rally persists
MR rates in the clean Americas tanker market continued to
rally as tight tonnage supply met firm refined export demand
in the US Gulf coast, particularly for Mexico-bound shipments. Rates are just below April’s all-time highs.
PMI put the Challenge Passage and the Solar Katherine
on subjects for US Gulf coast-east coast Mexico voyages
from 5 August, both for $1.6mn lump sum, and put the Torm
Strong on subjects for a voyage on the route from 4 August.
The US Gulf coast-east coast Mexico rate rose by $125,000 to
$1.6mn.
ExxonMobil withdrew its US Gulf coast-Chile diesel and
jet fuel cargo after selling barrels to Pemex.
Vibra sought an MR tanker for a US Gulf coast-Brazil voyage from 7-8 August, and Trafigura and Chevron each sought
an MR tanker for a voyage out of the US Gulf coast from
early August.
The US Gulf coast-Europe rate rose by WS30 to WS365,
the US Gulf coast-east coast South America rate rose by
WS30 to WS465, and the US Gulf coast-Pozos rate rose by
$50,000 to $2.05mn, although no bookings were heard on
any of the routes.
Vibra fixed the La Boheme LR1 to carry 60,000t of ultra-

Clean Tankers-Long Range 2
Ras Tanura-Chiba
Clean Tankers-Long Range 1
Ras Tanura-Chiba
Ras Tanura-Singapore
Clean Tankers-Medium Range
Ras Tanura-Chiba
Ras Tanura-Singapore
Ras Tanura-Dar es Salaam
Singapore-Port Botany
Yeosu-Los Angeles
Yeosu-Singapore
Daesan-Port Botany

Copyright © 2022 Argus Media group

Route
Worldscale
Caribbean-USAC
USAC-UKC
USGC/Caribbean-UKCM
USGC-east coast South America
USGC-north Brazil
USGC-south Brazil
USGC-Argentina/Uruguay
USGC-east coast Canada
USGC-Brazil
USGC-north Brazil
USGC-south Brazil
USGC-UKC
Lumpsum
EC Canada – USAC
USGC-Chile (not south of Coronel)
Calbuco diff
Quintero diff
Caldera diff
Mejillones/Antofagasta diff
USGC-Dominican Republic
USGC-east coast Mexico
USGC-Ecuador
USGC-Guaymas
USGC-Japan
USGC-Las Minas
USGC-Lazaro Cardenas
USGC-Peru
Callao/Conchan diff
USGC-Pozos
Barranquilla diff
Bolivar diff
Cartagena diff
USGC-Rosarito
USWC-Chile (not south of Coronel)
Calbuco diff
Quintero diff
Caldera diff
Mejillones/Antofagasta diff
USWC-Guaymas
USWC-Lazaro Cardenas
USWC-Rosarito
USWC-Topolobampo
USGC-Japan
Demurrage
Atlantic coast Americas MR

Size
'000t

Rate

±

$/t

38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
60
60
60
60

455.00
362.50
365.00
465.00
445.00
300.00
237.50

+47.50
+25.00
+30.00
+30.00
+20.00
+35.00
+25.00

46.96
52.53
62.71
71.89
95.33
111.23
54.51
46.38
59.76
46.05

1,375,000
nc
3,950,000
nc
+100,000
nc
-50,000
nc
-100,000
nc
-125,000
nc
2,000,000 +50,000
1,600,000 +125,000
3,250,000
nc
4,100,000 +25,000
2,000,000 +50,000
3,625,000
nc
3,500,000
nc
-50,000
nc
2,050,000 +50,000
-50,000
nc
-50,000
nc
-30,000
nc
3,775,000
nc
2,500,000
nc
+100,000
nc
-50,000
nc
-100,000
nc
-125,000
nc
1,150,000
nc
1,000,000
nc
4,125,000
-

36.18
103.95
2.63
-1
-2.63
-3.29
52.63
42.11
86
100.39
107.89
52.63
95.39
92.11
-1.32
54
-1.32
-1.32
-0.79
99.34
66
2.63
-1.32
-2.63
-3.29
34.65
30.26
26.32
29.47
68.75
$/day
67,500

38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
12
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
38
12
38
38
19
60
38

-

-

$/day

Time charter equivalent rates
Route

Clean freight rates - Americas

Time charter
rate nonscrubber

±

Weekly chemical tanker rates
Route
USGC-east coast Mexico

44,024

+3,503

34,560
35,869

+295
+301

47,135
37,797
39,593
40,651
44,984
45,364
42,372

+1,150
+1,113
-2,169
+741
+970
+1,053
+752

USGC-Itaqui

Size '000t

$/t

±

5-10

36

nc

10-20

89.00

+8.00

Size '000bl

$/bl

±

Weekly Jones Act clean rates
Route
Houston-Tampa

310-330

3.42

+0.02

Houston-Tampa

140-260

6.72

+0.04

Houston-Port Everglades

310-330

4.66

+0.04

Houston-Port Everglades

140-260

3.97

+0.02

Houston-Jacksonville

310-330

2.97

+0.02

Houston-New York

310-330

3.59

+0.02

Houston-New York

140-260

2.41

+0.02
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MR FREIGHT RATES

37,000t

Europe-USAC
Today ($/t)

49.63

vs last week average

+12.9%

vs July 2022 average

+13.3%

vs August 2021 average

USGC-Colombia
Today ($/t)

38,000t

+228.4%

South Korea-Singapore

35,000t

Today ($ lumpsum)

1,200,000

53.95

vs last week average

vs last week average

+20.6%

vs July 2022 average

vs July 2022 average

+77.8%

vs August 2021 average

vs August 2021 average

-6.3%
-14.1%
+135.6%

+411.8%

low sulfur diesel on a US Gulf coast-Brazil voyage from 6
August at WS300, lifting the rate on the route by WS35 to
that level.
Congestion at the Panama Canal limited tonnage replenishment in the US Gulf coast. The wait time for an MR tanker
without a reservation to northbound transit through the
canal rose by two days to an eight-week high of eight days.
At 5:30pm ET, 16 MR tankers were waiting near the canal’s
Atlantic-leading southern entrance, per Vortexa data.

European clean tanker rates slow
The European clean tanker market slowed on Tuesday as MR
cargo numbers slipped on the back of a drop in US gasoline
prices.
The cost of UK Continent to US Atlantic coast freight
edged WS5 higher to WS350 but the pace of fixing activity
slowed as the gasoline arbitrage window between Europe
and the US closed on falling US gasoline prices. The number
of available MR tankers over the next seven days has also
climbed steadily higher to 10 on Monday and 13 on Tuesday
as booking activity has been more sparse this week.
In the Handysize market, freight rates stepped higher in
the south of Europe as trading continued in line with its recent pace. But the north European markets remained stable
as trading was slow through the first two days of the week
and the cross-UK Continent rate held at WS270.

Copyright © 2022 Argus Media group

Clean 37,000t UK continent-US Atlantic coast freight

$/t

60.00
50.00
40.00
hhhhhhhhhhh

30.00
20.00
10.00
26 Jan 22
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Gasoline trade routes
Published date: Tuesday 2 August 2022 		

Weekly price updates

Period: 30

The prices used are mid-week (Tue-Wed-Thu) averages for the previous
assessment week, providing a broad snapshot of key seaborne trade routes
for gasoline around the globe.

USWC-WCM, 38kt
$30.26/mt
$3.58/bl

UKC-USAC, 37kt
$43.48/mt
$5.15/bl

Key benchmark locations
Freight prices for trade routes
and vessel size

FOB NW Europe
$1056.92/mt $126.87/bl

FOB USGC
$1043.40/mt $121.31/bl

USGC-EC Mexico, 38kt
$38.60/mt
$4.57/bl

11.5 days

Med-USAC, 37kt
$49.44/mt
$5.85/bl
MEG-Singapore, 35kt
$58.69/mt
$6.95/bl

13.5 days
5.8 days

USGC-North Brazil, 38kt
$61.84/mt
$7.32/bl

1.9 days

14 days

UKC-WAF, 37kt
$52.73/mt
$6.24/bl

FOB Singapore

13 days

$970.95/mt

$114.23/bl

12.4 days
11 days
15.2 days

12.9 days
22 days

SE Asia-EC Australia, 30kt
$75.37/mt
$8.92/bl

14.8 days

UKC-S America, 37kt
$56.87/mt
$6.73/bl

USGC-Callao, Peru, 38kt
$80.26/mt
$9.50/bl

USGC-Chile, 38kt
$93.42/mt
$11.06/bl

Americas Trade Routes
Exports from regional hubs

$/bl

Gasoline 87 conv USGC WB
ex RVO

1,043.40

121.31

to East Coast Mexico

1,082.00

125.88

to Peru

1,123.66

130.81

to Chile

1,136.82

132.37

to Brazil

1,105.24

128.63

1,092.05

129.99

1,122.31

133.57

to West Coast Mexico

Asia Trade Routes

Europe Trade Routes
$/mt

Gasoline reg CARBOB SF WB
fob ex RVO

MEG-S Africa, 35kt
$65.43/mt
$7.74/bl

Exports from regional hub
Eurobob Oxy barges
to USAC
to Argentina
(Gasoline Eurobob oxy NWE
del Buenos Aires)
to West Africa
(Gasoline Eurobob delivered
west Africa )
Gasoline 95r 10ppm W Med fob
to USAC

$/mt

$/bl

1,056.92
1,100.40

126.87
132.02

1,137.23

136.51

1,109.64

133.20

1,064.92
1,114.36

127.83
133.68

Exports from regional hubs
Gasoline 92r Singapore
to Australia
Gasoline 92r Mideast Gulf
to South Africa
(Gasoline 95r c+f Durban )

$/mt

$/bl

970.95

114.23

1,046.32

123.15

912.18

107.95

1,011.55

119.71

To learn more about Argus’ daily price assessments, market-moving
news and in-depth analysis, please visit:
Argus Road Fuels: argusmedia.com/en/oil-products/road-fuels
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Key jet fuel trade routes
Published date: Tuesday 2 August 2022 		

Weekly price updates

Period: 30

The prices used are mid-week (Tue-Wed-Thu) averages for the previous
assessment week, providing a broad snapshot of key seaborne trade routes
for jet fuel around the globe.

USGC-EC Mexico, 38kt
$38.60/mt
$4.90/bl

Key benchmark locations
Freight prices for trade routes
and vessel size

Baltic-UKC, 30kt
$43.59/mt
$5.53/bl

USWC-WCM, 38kt
$30.26/mt
$3.84/bl

USGC-UKC, 38kt
$51.25/mt
$6.50/bl

South Korea-USWC, 35kt
$86.90/mt
$11.03/bl

4.4 days
18.2 days

Argus FOB jet USGC

Argus CIF jet NWE

$1126.90/mt $144.45/bl

$1147.58/mt

18.2 days

$145.67/bl

23.5 days
17.3 days
5.8 days

1.9 days

Singapore-Japan, 30kt
$45.26/mt
$5.74/bl

MEG-UKC, 90kt
$51.11/mt
$6.49/bl
MEG-East Africa, 35kt
$48.64/mt
$6.17/bl

12.4 days
18 days

10 days

9.4 days

USGC-North Brazil, 38kt
$61.84/mt
$7.85/bl

Argus FOB jet Singapore

12.9 days

$1042.39/mt $132.28/bl

USGC-Pozos, 38kt
$48.03/mt
$6.10/bl

14.8 days

SE Asia-EC Australia, 30kt
$75.37/mt
$9.56/bl

USGC-Chile, 38kt
$93.42/mt
$11.86/bl

MEG-South Africa, 35kt
$65.43/mt
$8.30/bl

Americas Trade Routes

Asia Trade Routes

Exports from regional hubs
Argus FOB jet USGC

$/mt

$/bl

Exports from regional hubs

$/bl

1,042.39

132.28

1,126.90

144.45

to East Coast Mexico

1,165.50

149.35

to Australia

1,117.76

141.84

to Pozos/Caribbean

1,174.93

150.55

to Japan

1,087.43

138.03

to Chile

1,220.32

156.31

to Brazil

1,193.32

152.97

1,144.37

146.69

1,209.79

155.08

Argus FOB jet USWC
to West Coast Mexico

Argus FOB jet Singapore

$/mt

Argus FOB jet MEG
to South Africa
to East Africa
Argus FOB jet South Korea
to USWC

1,001.29

127.07

1,066.46

135.37

1,049.93

133.24

1,046.85

132.88

1,144.37

146.69

Europe Trade Routes
Imports to regional hub
Argus CIF jet NWE

$/mt

$/bl

1,147.58

145.67

ex MEG

1,001.29

127.07

ex USGC

1,126.90

144.45

ex Baltic

1,103.99

140.14

Copyright © 2022 Argus Media group

To learn more about Argus’ daily price assessments, market-moving
news and in-depth analysis, please visit:
Argus Oil Products: argusmedia.com/en/oil-products
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Key distillates trade routes
Published date: Tuesday 2 August 2022 		

Weekly price updates

Period: 30

The prices used are mid-week (Tue-Wed-Thu) averages for the previous
assessment week, providing a broad snapshot of key seaborne trade routes
for distillates around the globe.

USWC-WCM, 38kt

$30.26/mt $4.06/bl

Baltic-UKC, 30kt

USGC-UKC, 38kt
USGC-ECM, 38kt

$38.6/mt

$51.25/mt

Freight prices for trade routes
and vessel size

$43.59/mt $5.84/bl

$6.87/bl
4.4 days

$5.17/bl
17.3 days

5.8 days

Key benchmark locations

7.5 days

Bsea-Med, 30kt

$81.12/mt

$10.87/

1.9 days

USGC-N Brazil, 38kt $61.84/mt $8.29/bl
9.4 days

13 days

12.4 days
18 days
22.1 days

MEG-Spore, 55kt

MEG-E Africa, 35kt

USGC-Chile, 38 kt

$93.42/mt

$12.52/

USGC-Arg, 38kt

Americas Trade Routes
Exports from regional hubs:

$/bl

1,030.87

143.60

del EC Mexico

1,069.47

148.77

del Chile

1,124.29

156.12

del N Brazil

1,126.55

156.43

del Argentina

1,228.42

170.62

del NW Europe

1,047.83

140.77

FOB USWC

1,018.02

144.63

del WC Mexico

1,048.28

148.69

Copyright © 2022 Argus Media group

$5.17/bl

$/mt

$/bl

1,007.10

135.00

to Singapore

1,045.67

140.17

to East Africa

1,055.74

141.52

$48.64/mt $6.52/bl

$12.83/

Europe Trade Routes
$/mt

FOB USGC

$95.68/mt

$38.57/mt

Imports to regional hubs:

Asia Trade Routes
$/mt

$/bl

Argus Diesel French 10 ppm NWE cif
ex Baltic

1,047.83

Argus Gasoil 10 ppm MEG
140.77

Argus Gasoil Diesel French 10 ppm W Med cif
ex Black Sea

1,030.33

Exports from regional hub:

138.42

To learn more about Argus’ daily price assessments, market-moving
news and in-depth analysis, please visit:
Argus Oil Products: argusmedia.com/en/oil-products
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LPG

LPG freight rates

Mideast Gulf VLGC rate fall below $60/t

VLGC

Route

The rate for a VLGC loading from Ras Tanura to Chiba fell
by $1.50/t to close at $59.50/t on Tuesday due to a lack of
demand in the region.
There were no fresh cargoes heard from the region on
Tuesday, while bunker fuel prices fell again on the day.
The rate for 0.5pc sulphur 380cst bunker fuel, dob
Fujairah, closed at $895/t on the day, down from $920/t on
Friday. And the price for 0.5pc sulphur 380cst bunker fuel,
dob Singapore, closed the day at $807.93/t, compared to
$858.35/t on Monday and $869/t last Tuesday.
And waiting times for a southbound voyage edged higher
on the day, reaching 11-days from nine-days on Monday and
10-days on Friday. While waiting times for a transit northbound through the Neopanamax Locks at the Panama Canal
slipped to seven-days on Tuesday, from eight-days yesterday
and on Friday.
On the European coaster market, there was no activity
recorded on the day, with freight rates holdiong stable.

Size

$/t

Bonny-Chiba

VLGC

99.45

Houston-Chiba

VLGC

92.00

VLGC

55.00

Houston-Flushing
Houston-Mohammedia

46,200

53.42

Houston-Quintero

46,200

54.67
22.68

Houston-San Pedro

46,200

Houston-Suape

46,200

47.65

Houston-Suape + Santos

46,200

61.54

Marcus Hook-Flushing

46,200

48.70

Prince Rupert-Chiba

46,200

38.98

Ras Tanura-Chiba

VLGC

59.50

Ras Tanura-India (basis RT-Chiba)

VLGC

63.00

Ras Tanura-New Mangalore

46,200

22.75

Ras Tanura-New Mangalore + Haldia

46,200

43.44

MGC
Houston-Flushing

21,700

77.63

Houston-Lagos

22,300

104.90

Houston-Lagos propane diff

21,700

107.81

Houston-Pisco + Callao

21,900

76.61

Houston-Suape

21,700

68.94

Houston-Tuxpan

21,700

17.87

Marcus Hook-Flushing

21,700

57.35

Mongstad-Flushing

22,000

17.15

Ras Tanura-New Mangalore

22,000

31.59

Rotterdam-Lagos

22,300

77.62

Rotterdam-Lagos propane diff

21,700

79.76

Coaster
Tees-Mohammedia butane

4,000t

83.00

Tees-Lisbon butane

1,800t

128.50

Tees-ARA

1,800t

67.75

$/day

±

VLGC TCE rates
Route
VLGC
Ras Tanura-Chiba

25,830

-620

Houston-Chiba

23,778

+2,086

Houston-Flushing

36,896

+2,008

LPG demurrage
Region

Segment

$/day

VLGC

42,712

Atlantic basin

Singapore HSFO and LSFO Bunker prices

1,200

$/t

3.5%S 380cst Singapore dob
0.5%S 380cst Singapore dob

Rotterdam HSFO and LSFO Bunker prices

1,100

$/t

3.5%S 380cst Rotterdam dob
0.5%S 380cst Rotterdam/Antwerp Index dob

1,000
1,000

900
hhhh

800

800

hhhh

700
600

600

500
400
3 Feb 22

1 Apr 22
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3 Jun 22

2 Aug 22

400
8 Feb 22
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Dry bulk

Dry bulk freight rates
Route

Capesize rates still under pressure

Announcements
Suspension of grain freight assessments
Argus has suspended its Odessa to Alexandria, Odessa to
Qingdao, Novorossiysk to Alexandria and Novorossiysk to
Qingdao grain freight assessments because of the RussiaUkraine conflict and related disruption to shipping in the
Black Sea. Argus will continue to monitor the situation
and will provide further announcements in due course.

$/t

Santos-Qingdao

60

53.25

Odessa-Qingdao

65

-

±
-0.25

Novorossiysk-Qingdao

65

-

Odessa-Alexandria

65

-

Novorossiysk-Alexandria

65

-

Kalama-Qingdao

65

29.50

-0.60
-0.55

Vancouver-Qindao

65

25.25

Houston-Qingdao

65

59.25

-1.10

Houston-Rotterdam

65

23.25

-0.60

Time charter equivalent rates
Route

Time
charter
rate nonscrubber

Time
charter
rate
scrubber

Scrubber /
nonscrubber
difference

12,542

20,579

8,037

Iron ore markets - Capesize
Hedland - Qingdao

±

Murmansk-Rotterdam, coal

75

-

Richards Bay-Rotterdam, coal

75

18.00

nc

Puerto Bolivar-Rotterdam, coal

75

20.00

nc

EC Australia-Japan, coal

75

16.90

-0.55

EC Australia-S Korea, coal

75

16.20

-0.55

EC Australia-S China, coal

75

17.10

-0.55

EC Australia-EC India, coal

75

20.20

-0.60

Indonesia-S China, coal

75

9.50

-0.30

Indonesia- EC India, coal

75

12.50

-0.35

Indonesia-Japan, coal

75

11.25

-0.35

Indonesia-South Korea, coal

75

10.00

-0.35

Capesize

Grain freight rates
Size '000t

$/t

Panamax

The Pacific Capesize market dropped to the lowest point
since late April 2022 early on Tuesday as cargo volumes
remained low.
The west Australia to north China Capesize rate fell
by 40¢/t to $9.35/t. Late on Monday, Australian iron ore

Route

Size '000t

Richards Bay-Rotterdam, coal

150

12.15

-1.10

Puerto Bolivar-Rotterdam, coal

160

14.50

-0.70

Newcastle-Zhoushan, coal

130

14.80

-0.60

Newcastle - Fangcheng, coal

130

14.80

-0.60

Gladstone - Zhoushan, coal

160

11.45

-0.50

Gladstone - Fangcheng, coal

160

11.45

-0.50

Hay Point - Zhoushan, coal

160

11.00

-0.50

Hay Point - Fangcheng, coal

160

11.00

-0.50

Richards Bay-S China, coal

150

15.25

-0.35

Richards Bay-Krishnapatnam, coal

150

17.50

nc

Richards Bay - Kandla,coal

150

15.40

nc

Saldanha Bay-Qingdao, iron ore

170

16.90

-0.35

WC Australia-N China, iron ore

170

9.35

-0.40

Tubarao-Rotterdam, iron ore

170

12.90

-1.20

Tubarao-Qingdao, iron ore

170

25.00

nc

Hay Point - Rotterdam, coal, 2 Aug

160

21.50

nc

Size '000t

$/t

±

-0.50

Americas coal rates
Route
Panamax
US east coast-ARA

75

17.00

US east coast-Japan

75

46.05

-0.90

US east coast-India

75

39.50

-0.75

West coast North America-ARA

75

22.10

-0.50

West coast North America-Japan

75

17.40

-0.40

75

20.80

-0.50

9,787

21,777

11,990

US Gulf-ARA

Tubarao - Qingdao

13,817

26,276

12,459

Capesize

Tubarao - Rotterdam

-1,444

10,135

11,579

US east coast-ARA

120

17.45

-0.60

US east coast-India

120

42.30

-0.90

Size '000t

$/t

±
-1.55

Saldanha Bay - Qingdao

Coal markets - Capesize
Puerto Bolivar - Rotterdam

22,468

30,052

7,584

Gladstone - Zhoushan

15,516

23,416

7,900

Gladstone - Fangcheng

13,889

21,896

8,007

Hay Point - Zhoushan

15,628

23,531

7,903

US Gulf-ARA

50

28.15

Hay Point - Fangcheng

13,938

21,951

8,013

Venezuela-ARA

50

25.50

-1.70

Hay Point - Rotterdam, 15 Jun

14,743

24,064

9,321

US Gulf-Turkey

50

34.80

-1.85

Newcastle - Zhoushan

14,402

22,939

8,537

USWC-China

50

48.60

-1.75

Newcastle - Fangcheng

12,831

21,453

8,622

USWC-Japan

70

27.70

-0.30

Richards Bay - Krishnapatnam

15,886

26,410

10,524

US Gulf-Brazil

50

29.80

-1.30

Richards Bay - Kandla

15,931

26,227

10,296

US Gulf-China

50

61.75

-1.45

Richards Bay - Rotterdam

-3,136

8,074

11,210

US Gulf-east coast India

50

57.20

-1.35

Richards Bay - Fangcheng

8,438

19,904

11,466

EC Saudi Arabia-west coast India

50

13.00

-0.50
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Petroleum coke freight rates
Route
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CAPESIZE FREIGHT RATES

West Australia-China
Colombia-Europe

Today ($)

150,000t

160,000t
9.35

vs last week average

-7.1%

Today ($)

14.50

vs July 2022 average

-12.7%

vs last week average

-6.8%

vs August 2021 average

-36.8%

vs July 2022 average
vs August 2021 average

Brazil-China

-8.9%
-10.7%

160,000t

Today ($)

25.00

vs last week average

-9.6%

vs July 2022 average

-16.4%

vs August 2021 average

-24.3%

producer Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) secured at least one
ship around $9.70/t but bids and offers spiralled lower on
Tuesday and BHP Billiton fixed another vessel much cheaper,
at $9.35/t.
The drop was matched by a slide in the Capesize forward
freight agreement (FFA) markets where the August price
dropped to almost $15,000/d. Participants expect sluggish
iron ore exports in August because of the slim seaborne
purchasing and the ongoing sintering curbs in Hebei.
The current Capesize rate from west Australia to north
China equates to around $11,000/d in time charter equivalent terms and would have to drop to around $8.50/t before
reaching a breakeven level of around $7,000/d as the recent
slide in fuel prices has reduced shipowners' costs. The cost
of Singapore bunkers has now fallen by around $200/t since
mid-July, generating significant savings for owners.
In the Atlantic basin, a growing number of available
Capesizes has added pressure to rates. Coal in Europe is
high but this has not been enough to sustain rates, which
dropped across the board.
The Tubarao to Qingdao iron ore route was the sole one
to remain stable as discussions continued at this level. One
charterer reportedly put a vessel on subjects at $28.50/t
but this was for end of September loading and included a
premium. As the focus shifts to this loading window, rates
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might edge higher with new cargoes becoming available for
that period.
In the Pacific Panamax, the Indonesia to south China
rate decreased by 30¢/t to $9.50/t primarily because of
weak demand and fall in bunker prices. Panamax FFA prices
also declined which further supported the fall in rates. The
Indonesian low calorific value (CV) thermal coal market saw
a sluggish start to the week, with Chinese demand lacklustre and buyers in other key markets such as India and South
Korea continuing to hold back. Bids and offers for September-loading cargoes in the low-CV space were scarce as the
majority of participants anticipate a bearish market after
the peak summer demand season ends in late August, before
the winter restocking season begins in October.
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News
MR clean tanker rates from NE Asia fall

Opec+ JTC cuts 2022 supply surplus

Medium Range (MR) clean tanker rates from northeast Asia
fell to a two-month low on 1 August because of higher vessel
availability, reduced demand and lower bunker costs.
Lumpsum freight rates for 35,000t shipments from South
Korea to Singapore and to the US west coast (USWC) fell by
29pc and 21pc to $1.2mn and $2.875mn, respectively, on
1 August, from a record high of $1.7mn and $3.65mn on 22
June. The Worldscale (WS) rate for a similar-sized shipment
from South Korea to Australia fell by 22pc to WS410 on 1
August, from a record high of WS528 on 22 June.
MR fixtures recorded by Argus for the northeast Asia
region, on routes to mainly Singapore, Australia, southeast
Asia and the US west coast, fell by 34pc to 71 shipments
during 23 June-1 August, from 108 shipments during 13 May22 June.
About 25 MR tankers will be available in the northeast
Asia region over the next 10-14 days. This is a significant increase in vessel supplies compared to late-June, when there
were less than 10 tankers available over a similar period.
Tonnage supplies were higher on 1 August as vessels were
reportedly ballasting from southeast Asia and the US west
coast.
Freight rates have moved lower as Malaysia's Pengerang
Refining and Petrochemical (PRefchem) — a joint venture
between state-owned Petronas and Saudi state-controlled
Aramco — has been offering more oil products since it
restarted refinery operations in May. This has increased
supplies in the region, and reduced import demand from
northeast Asia.
Pengerang has sold approximately 4mn bl of atmospheric
residue (AR) since May. This could indicate that the refinery's
CDU is online but its secondary units are not fully operational, oil products market participants said. AR is residual
material from the bottom of the crude unit (CDU).
But Pengerang has since early-July issued a tender for a
300,000 bl cargo of 90ppm sulphur gasoil, sold two 300,000
bl, 88R gasoline cargoes for July-loading and offered a
similar-sized cargo for August-loading, with more offers
likely, traders said.
Falling bunker prices have also pressured rates lower.
The price for very-low sulphur bunkers with 0.5pc sulphur
content in South Korea fell to $860/t on 1 August from
$1070.50/t on 22 June.
Argus' time charter equivalent (TCE) rates from South
Korea's Yeosu to Singapore and to Los Angeles on the US
west coast fell by 34pc and 23pc to $44,311/d and $44,014/d
respectively on 1 August, from $67,310/d and $56,808/d on
22 June. TCE rates from South Korea's Daesan to Australia's
Port Botany fell by 25pc to $41,620/d from $55,144/d over
the same period.
By Sean Zhuang and Andrew Khaw

The Opec+ coalition has trimmed its forecast for this year's
global crude supply surplus to 800,000 b/d, down by 200,000
b/d from its estimate at the end of June.
The previous forecast was itself a 400,000 b/d downward
revision. Prior to that, the surplus estimate was 1.9mn b/d.
The Opec+ Joint Technical Committee (JTC) now views
supply likely to outstrip demand by just 500,000 b/d in 2023,
according to a document prepared for today's meeting.
The JTC's latest base case scenario for market developments assumes OECD commercial crude inventories of 151mn
bl and 103mn bl under the 2015-19 average over the third
and fourth quarters of this year, respectively, and then 18mn
bl under the same metric by the end of 2023.
The JTC studies market conditions to inform Opec+
ministerial meetings. The Opec+ group meets on 3 August,
where officials will try to pave a path for September output
policy now it has fully unwound the production cuts it implemented during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Some delegates said Opec+ could choose to keep output
steady, because of production capacity limits. Some large
international consumers, notably the US, have repeatedly
called for higher Opec+ production to alleviate the effects
of sanctions against Russia. Moscow’s production rose from
9.273mn b/d in May to 9.778mn b/d in June, sitting 885,000
b/d under the country's output quota for the month, the JTC
report showed.
Opec+ achieves its production figure by averaging out the
estimates of seven independent sources, including Argus.
By Ruxandra Iordache
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NOC lifts Es Sider crude price for August
Libya's state-owned NOC has lifted some of its official formula prices for August, including that of Es Sider, but has
left the price of Esharara and five other grades unchanged
from July.

Announcements
Early timestamp east of Suez freight prices
8 August
Following consultation, Argus will advance the timestamp for its east of Suez tanker freight assessments to
12:30pm Singapore time on Monday 8 August, the last
publication day before a public holiday in Singapore,
because of a potential lack of representative market
activity.
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Announcements
Updated assumptions in calculated tanker
rates

Proposed changes to consumption levels at 12.5 knots speed

Following consultation, Argus will update fuel consumption and port waiting time assumptions used to calculate
tanker rates, with effect from 8 August.
Most fuel consumption rates will decrease to align with
rising fuel efficiency. The exceptions are Medium Range
(MR) tanker laden fuel consumption, MR discharging operation fuel consumption, and Long Range (LR) 2 discharging
operation fuel consumption.
The load/discharge time for Aframaxes at the following
ports will change from 1.75 days to 2 days.
 Fujairah

Suezmax
Ballast fuel consumption (t/day)
Laden fuel consumption (t/day)
Aframax
Ballast fuel consumption (t/day)
Laden fuel consumption (t/day)
Discharging operation fuel consumption (t/day)
LR2
Ballast fuel consumption (t/day)
Laden fuel consumption (t/day)
Discharging operation fuel consumption (t/day)
LR1/Panamax
Laden fuel consumption (t/day)
MR
Ballast fuel consumption (t/day)
Laden fuel consumption (t/day)
Discharging operation fuel consumption (t/day)

Current Proposed

 Singapore
 Bukit Tua

39.0
49.0

36.0
41.0
55.0

34.0
40.0
49.0

36.0
43.0
42.5

34.0
40.0
49.0

33.0

32.0

23.0
25.0
22.5

22.0
26.0
25.0

 Longkou

 Kikuma

The load/discharge time for Suezmaxes at the following ports will change from 1.75 days to 2 days.
 Ras Tanura

 Kimanis
 Geelong

 Qingdao

 Kozmino

 Singapore

NOC has issued the official prices after announcing the
country's oil production has climbed back to pre-blockade
levels of 1.2mn b/d. Output was 560,000 b/d prior to recent
resumptions at fields and export terminals, the company
said.
It has raised the price of Es Sider by 15¢/bl to a $1.55/bl
premium to the North Sea Dated benchmark. The country's
main export grade had its output reduced and was under
force majeure restrictions from 30 June to 15 July, and NOC
had left its July price unchanged from June. Es Sider production restarted on 20 July.
NOC has left the price of Esharara — its second-largest
export stream— at a $2.90/bl premium to Dated, unchanged
from July. The light sweet grade is a direct competitor of
Algeria's Saharan Blend. Algeria's state-owned Sonatrach
raised its official August price for that grade by $1.40/bl on
the month to a $4.60/bl premium to Dated.
NOC lifted the price of Amna crude by 30¢/bl to a
$2.15/bl premium to Dated. The light sweet grade's loading
terminal of Ras Lanuf had also been under force majeure.
NOC also lifted prices of Sarir and Mesla, both loaded from
the Marsa el-Hariga terminal, by 30¢/bl to a 85¢/bl discount
and a $1.05/bl premium, respectively, to Dated. Marsa el-
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44.0
53.0

Hariga was one of the few Libyan export terminals that was
unaffected by the wave of protests, but the Agoco-operated
200,000 b/d Sarir field — which feeds into the same-named
grade — was shut down by demonstrators. The Mesla field
remained online.
NOC did not issue prices for its two sour grades, Bouri
and Al-Jurf, for a sixth consecutive month. These grades are
priced against Russian Urals, values of which have fallen to
record low discounts to Dated since the start of the RussiaUkraine war.
By Elena Mataro and Ruxandra Iordache

Australian exports pressure Panamax rates
Freight rates for 75,000t coal shipments from the east coast
of Australia have fallen to a seven-month low, as flooding
weighs on July coal exports from Port Waratah Coal Services
(PWCS) terminals in Australia’s Newcastle port.
Panamax rates for coal shipments from Australia to
Japan, to South Korea and to the east coast of India have
fallen by about 20pc on the month to $17.45/t, $16.75/t and
$20.80/t on 1 August from $21.80/t, $21.20/t and $26.30/t
on 1 July. Fundamentals have been weakening, especially
for Australian routes. This is a result of increased tonnage
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supplies owing to low demand, with coal supplies disrupted
because of severe flooding and increased Covid-19 cases in
Australia.
PWCS shipped 4.98mn t of coal in July, down from 8.7mn
t in June and from 10.57mn t in July last year, marking its
lowest monthly level in at least five years. The port has
been operating normally for the past fortnight, after heavy
rainfall at the beginning of July cut deliveries to the port
and forced ships off its anchorage. But a drier start to August could see exports rise.
The ship queue outside Newcastle in New South Wales
eased to 48 on 1 August from over 60 a week earlier. The
drop came as the port works to clear the backlog of shipments caused by flooding last month that had closed its
feeder rail network for ten days. But the ship queue today
rose from the 32 vessels at the beginning of July. The ship
turnaround time increased to 9.75 days in July from 5.88
days in June and 2.26 days in May.
Freight rates in the short term could still face downward
pressure, if demand remains weak. Forward freight agreements for August also continued to fall on Tuesday. But some
shipowners are hopeful that rates could see some support in
the second half of August, with the EU's ban on Russian coal
imports coming into force on 10 August.
By Mohsin Parvez and Andrew Khaw

US propane stocks to add 1.54mn bl: Survey
US propane stocks are expected to post another seasonal
build when the US Energy Information Administration (EIA)
reports weekly data tomorrow.
An Argus survey of nine market participants predicted on
average a 1.54mn bl build in inventories in the week ended
29 July, with estimates ranging from flat with the previous
week to a build of 2mn bl.
Propane inventories in the week ended 22 July rose by
a higher-than-expected 2.6mn bl to 61.8mn bl, leaving US
stocks 4.2pc below year-earlier levels, the EIA reported last
week.
By Abby Downing-Beaver

Castellon exports up, Spain reaches capacity
Crude receipts rose again in July at Spain's Mediterranean
port of Castellon, home to BP's 108,000 b/d refinery. Total
Spanish imports in the month were the highest for more than
four years at just over nameplate capacity for the country's
refineries.
Deliveries at Castellon averaged close to 115,000 b/d in
July, up from 105,000 b/d in June according to Argus tracking (see chart). Castellon has averaged more than 105,000
b/d in the March-July period and close to 100,000 b/d in the
first seven months of the year, compared with slightly above
85,000 b/d overall in 2021.
Imports in July did not include staple grades from Nige-
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Announcements
Changes to Singapore high-sulphur fuel oil
and MGO bunker prices
Argus proposes to change the Singapore high-sulphur
500cst viscosity fuel oil bunker price assessment to an
assessment of the lowest and highest traded price of
the day, from the current volume-weighted average, because of a lack of market activity. Argus also proposes
to end the Singapore 0.5pc sulphur MGO bunker price
assessment, owing to illiquidity.
Argus will accept comments on this change up to 5
August. To discuss comments on this proposal, please
contact Sammy Six at sammy.six@argusmedia.com,
marinefuels@argusmedia.com or +971 525 129 944.
Formal comments should be marked as such and may be
submitted by email to singaporebunkers@argusmedia.
com, marinefuels@argusmedia.com or by post to Argus
Media Singapore, 50 Raffles Place, #10-01 Singapore
Land Tower, Singapore 048623 and received by 5 August.
Please note, formal comments will be published after
the consultation period unless confidentiality is specifically requested.

ria, nor Caspian CPC Blend. Instead they consisted of 35,000
b/d of Angolan Plutonio, 25,000 b/d of UAE Murban, 20,000
b/d each of Canadian Hibernia and US WTI and 15,000 b/d
of Libyan Esharara. This was the first shipment of Murban at
Castellon and a particularly rare cargo of Plutonio, which is
rarely seen in the Mediterranean region.
Even as the Castellon slate shifted significantly its gravity
was consistent. Argus assessed July deliveries at a weighted
average gravity of 37.4°API and 0.4pc sulphur content,
compared with 37.5°API and 0.5pc sulphur in June. Receipts
averaged around 37.5°API and 0.5pc sulphur in the first seven
months of the year, very close to 37.6°API and 0.4pc sulphur
overall in 2021.
Spanish crude imports rose to an estimated 1.51mn b/d in
July from 1.44mn b/d in June, according to Argus estimates.
This was the highest level in the last five years, just over
the country's nameplate refining capacity of 1.49mn b/d.
Receipts rose at Castellon, Bilbao, Huelva, Algeciras and
Cartagena, with only slight falls at other ports.
Refiners are boosting runs and building inventories to
capture strong downstream margins.
Momentum appears to be edging slightly lower in August,
while remaining close to capacity across the Spanish refining
complex. A 535,000 bl cargo of Norwegian crude is on route
to Castellon.
By Adam Porter
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Europe's naphtha exports to Asia-Pacific fall
Eastbound naphtha exports from northwest Europe, the
Mediterranean and Russia dropped sharply last month amid
lacklustre demand in Asia-Pacific.
Around 485,000t departed for destinations east of Suez
in July, according to Argus tracking and Vortexa data, down
from 700,000t in June and close to May's record low. Exports
on the route this year have fallen well below the 2021 average of around 1mn t/month, despite the European naphtha
market being significantly oversupplied throughout the summer so far.
Eastbound flows from Europe are being curtailed by weak
demand in Asia-Pacific, where renewed Covid lockdowns in
China have combined with a deteriorating global economic
outlook to reduce manufacturing activity in the region.
Naphtha's importance as a petrochemical feedstock in Asia
means any downturn in demand for petrochemical products,
including plastics, inevitably reduces demand for European
naphtha imports. Petrochemical cracker run rates at several
plants in Asia-Pacific were cut during July and appear likely
to fall even further during August and September.
Argus did not detect any eastbound naphtha loadings from Russian ports in July, with all but 60,000t of the
485,000t that departed the wider European area for AsiaPacific coming from the Mediterranean. The Algerian port
of Skikda supplied 265,000t across three fixtures booked by
BP, Shell and Vitol. Saudi Aramco chartered the STI Sloane
to load 100,000t from the Greek port of Agioi Theodoroi as
part of a term supply contract, and Trafigura carried 60,000t
east from Zawia in Libya on board the Hafnia Express. The
only eastbound tanker not to load from the Mediterranean
last month was the Till Jacob, which shipped 60,000t from
the Spanish Atlantic port of Huelva on behalf of Cepsa.
By Thomas Warner

Two-year high for crude at Bilbao
Crude receipts at Spain's Atlantic port of Bilbao were at a
two year high in July, as integrated Repsol aimed to capture
strong margins and boost inventories.
The port supplies a 220,000 b/d refinery operated by
Repsol's Petronor subsidiary. Argus tracking data show it received 250,000 b/d last month, up from 240,000 b/d in June
and the highest level since April 2020. Then, the start of the
Covid-19 pandemic promoted an influx of crude into storage.
Bilbao deliveries averaged 190,000 b/d in the JanuaryJuly period, tempered by maintenance in March and April.
Since the work finished receipts have averaged 225,000 b/d.
Repsol chief executive Josu Jon Imaz said the firm is planning to build its crude and products inventories, and Bilbao
has around 5.6mn bl of oil storage capacity.
Imports in July comprised 65,000 b/d of Brazilian Sapinhoa, 55,000 b/d of Mexican Maya, 35,000 b/d of US WTI,
20,000 b/d of Libyan Esharara and then around 25,000 b/d
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each of Caspian CPC Blend, Iraqi Basrah Heavy and Venezuelan crude. The latter was a partial delivery in a restarted
debt swap deal and the first at Bilbao since October 2020.
Argus assessed Bilbao's July slate at a weighted average
29.7°API and 1.8pc sulphur content, compared with 33.4°API
and 1pc sulphur in June. The slate averaged 32.4°API and
and 1.1pc sulphur in January-July, compared with 30.4°API
and 1.8pc last year.
Deliveries are maintaining momentum in August. A
650,000 bl cargo of CPC Blend, 1.5mn bl of Mexican Maya
and 1mn bl of Angolan Dalia should all arrive in the first 12
days of the month.
Repsol runs Bilbao in conjunction with its nearby 120,000
b/d La Coruna refinery. La Coruna took 120,000 b/d in July,
flat on the month and down from a five-year high of 140,000
b/d in May. Imports in July comprised over 30,000 b/d each
of Maya and Sapinhoa, 20,000 b/d each of WTI and Esharara
and 15,000 b/d of Basrah Heavy.
Argus assessed Coruna's slate at a weighted average gravity of 31°API and 1.7pc sulphur, compared with 33.8°API and
0.8pc sulphur in June. Intake in January-July was 34.8°API
and 0.9pc sulphur, heavier than last year's average of
36.4°API and 0.8pc.
By Adam Porter

Iraqi crude exports inched down in July
Iraqi crude exports marketed by state-owned Somo were
down on the month in July, according to preliminary figures
from the oil ministry.
Overall exports inched down by 2pc from June to 3.3mn
b/d. Loadings from the southern port of Basrah averaged
3.22mn b/d, around a 1pc decline from the previous month,
while exports of Somo-marketed Kirkuk blend via the Turkish
port of Ceyhan dropped by 22pc to around 76,000 b/d.
The oil ministry figures do not account for Kirkuk blend
supplies sold by the Iraqi Kurdistan Regional Government
(KRG), which make up the majority of the grade's exports.
Somo's average sale price was cut to $103.60/bl in July
from a revised June figure of $113.70/bl. Somo raised its official crude formula prices for July-loading cargoes bound for
Asia-Pacific, while making cuts for its European customers
and leaving prices unchanged for transatlantic customers.
Revenues declined by nearly 8pc to $10.6bn in July.
Iraq's Opec+ production quota was 4.58mn b/d, up from
4.509mn b/d in June.
By Elena Mataro

Poland's PKN refining margin falls in July
Polish integrated oil company PKN Orlen's Brent-linked model
refining margin for its 373,000 b/d Plock plant fell in July
from its all-time high in June on the back of weakening
cracks for unleaded gasoline and diesel.
The Brent-linked margin fell by nearly half on the month
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to $18.5/bl in July from its highest ever figure of $34.4/bl in
June. The margin was just $1.4/bl in July 2021.
PKN’s refining margin continued to be higher than the
Brent-linked model, as its actual crude feedstock mix in July
continued to be discounted against Brent. This discount was
$9.9/bl in July, narrowing from $12.5/bl in June, PKN said.
PKN on 1 August completed the takeover of smaller Polish oil company Grupa Lotos, operator of the 210,000 b/d
Gdansk refinery. It is not yet clear whether PKN will continue to publish separate model margin figures for the Gdansk
refinery, as Grupa Lotos did previously.
By Tomasz Stepien

Taiwan's FPG seeks thermal coal
Taiwanese conglomerate Formosa Plastics (FPG) is seeking
36,000t of thermal coal for its Taiwanese operations through
a tender closing on 8 August.
FPG is seeking thermal coal with a minimum calorific
value (CV) of NAR 5,650 kcal/kg. Deliveries should be
discharged at Taiwan’s Suao port from 6-15 September on
Handymax vessels.
The coal should have total moisture content not exceeding 16pc on an as-received basis. Volatile matter should be in
a 26-42pc range and maximum ash content should be capped
at 15pc, both on an air-dried basis. Total sulphur content on
an air-dried basis should be no more than 0.8pc.
Bids must be on a cfr basis.
Bids are to be submitted before 11:59pm Taiwan time
(15:59 GMT) on 8 August on FPG's internet platform for coal
offers.
By Deborah Sun

Japan’s Astomos, NYK to test biofuel for VLGC
Japanese LPG importer Astomos and domestic shipping firm
Nippon Yusen Kaisha (NYK) have plans to trial biofuel supply
to a very large gas carrier (VLGC) in Singapore from this
autumn, as part of the Singapore-based Global Centre for
Maritime Decarbonisation (GCMD)’s project.
The LPG carrier is chartered by Astomos and owned by
NYK. The firms aim to fuel the vessel with a mixture of fatty
acid methyl esters and conventional marine fuel. They have
not decided whether they will try the next-generation fuel
with the ship in ballast or while loading LPG. They plan to
run the test for a year or a year and a half, but are currently
unsure where they will direct the VLGC to from Singapore.
A total of 18 firms and organisations, including Astomos
and NYK, will participate in GCMD’s project, with $18mn
in investments. They are targeting decarbonisation of the
entire biofuel supply chain for marine shipping by improving
transparency in the supply chain and creating international
standards.
By Nanami Oki
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Hubs partner on emissions reductions
The world's two largest marine-fuels hubs, Singapore and
Rotterdam, have agreed to work towards reducing emissions.
An initial agreement aims to establish a 'green corridor'
between the two ports, with a target of seeing the first vessels fuelled by alternative, sustainable fuels plying the route
by 2027.
The ports will work with the Maersk Mc-Kinney Moller
Center for Zero-Carbon Shipping (MMMCZCS), as well as
industry partners, including Shell and BP, and shipping firms
CMA CGM, Maersk and MSC, to encourage financing and
trials. Beyond alternative propulsion methods, the ports
will look to bring about greater transparency to the flow of
goods by creating a 'digital trade lane', where knowledge
and data is shared to optimise just-in-time arrival of vessels
from port to port.
This is the latest in a series of 'green shipping corridors'
established to encourage lower emissions between two or
more ports, a move promoted by the Clydebank Declaration
at the UN Cop 26 climate summit in Glasgow. The Global
Maritime Forum subsequently released a study that modeled
the potential impact of a corridor on the Australia-Japan
iron ore route, suggesting that it would lead to a reduced,
dedicated bulk carrier fleet.
The MMMCZCS committed to a long-term strategic partnership with the Singapore-based Global Centre for Maritime
Decarbonisation in February, which included plans to explore
green corridors. It has also looked into feasibility studies
with several ports in northern Europe, including Rotterdam,
to improve alternative marine fuel supply chains.
The ports of Los Angeles and Shanghai aim to have their
own corridor functional by 2030.
By Jonah Sweeney

Japan’s ONE CO2 emissions decrease
Japanese container shipping company Ocean Network Express' (ONE) CO2 emissions from fuel consumption declined
by 6pc last year, but its CO2 emission intensity went up from
2020 levels, according to its latest sustainability report.
The lower CO2 emissions are attributed to lower fuel oil
consumption in 2021 compared with the previous two years.
Its emissions from fuel oil (FO) fell by 6.5pc to 9.94mn t of
CO2 equivalent (tCO2e) last year. That is also down 18pc from
2019 FO emissions, when they were at 12.16mn tCO2e.
But its CO2 emission intensity went up to 44.8 grams CO2e
per 20ft equivalent in 2021, 2.5pc higher than 2020 but 4pc
lower than the pre-pandemic total three years ago.
ONE attributed the emission intensity increase to global
supply chain issues.
“This increase is largely due to global supply chain disruptions resulting in operational inefficiencies that offset the
gains we made in fleet fuel efficiency,” the company said.
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ONE also adopted a higher target to reduce its CO2 emissions that exceed goals set by the IMO and the Paris climate
agreement. It now aims to reduce emissions by 70pc by 2030
compared with 2008 emissions levels and it is targeting net
zero emissions by 2050 compared with the same baseline.
Previously, it said it would cut emissions by 25pc by 2030
compared with 2018 emissions and drop emissions by 50pc
by 2050 from 2018 levels.
“As we reach a tipping point in our fight against climate
change, these measures are no longer enough to stay in line
with the Paris Climate Agreement goals and there is increasing pressure for the IMO to align their targets with net zero
by 2050,” ONE said of its previous climate target.
Earlier this year, ONE committed to building 10 vessels
that will be able to use methanol or ammonia. It also successfully conducted a marine biofuel trial on a route from
southeast Asia to Durban, South Africa.
By Luis Gronda

Jordan books 60,000t of wheat
Jordan's trade ministry MIT has booked 60,000t of milling
wheat for shipment in the first half of January in a tender
that closed today.
The ministry bought the entire quantity at $404/t cfr
Aqaba from trading firm Ameropa, traders said. This was
$1.75/t lower than the buyer's previous purchase from last
week, when it booked the same amount at $405.75/t from
trading firm Cargill for shipment in December.
Other offers came from trading firms Viterra, CHS and
Cargill at $414/t, $415.25/t and $418.65/t, respectively,
which were eventually refused by the ministry.
MIT had originally issued a tender for 120,000t of at least
11pc protein content wheat.
Global wheat prices have been under pressure lately
from the possibility of resuming seaborne grain exports from
Ukraine, after the first ship with grain left the Ukrainian port
of Odesa on Monday.
That said, worries over freight and insurance costs for
shipments from Ukrainian ports remain, with the Argusassessed spot European 12pc protein content contract
increasing by 50¢/t to $379/t fob Constanta/Varna/Burgas on
Monday, while Russian 12.5pc product was down by $3/t at
$353.5/t.
By Katia Quenelle

Bureau Veritas to study carbon capture tech
Classification society Bureau Veritas will conduct a carbon
capture and storage (CCS) technology study with Hong Kong's
Wah Kwong Shipping and marine technology company Shanghai Qiyao.
The technology will be tested on two Wah Kwong bulk
carriers at an unspecified date. Later tests will be done on
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oil tankers in Wah Kwong’s fleet as well.
The CCS technology developed by Shanghai Qiyao
procured an 85pc carbon capture rate during its laboratory
testing, according to Bureau Veritas.
This CCS system separates the CO2 in the absorption unit
as it goes into its separation tower. It is then compressed,
purified and cooled into a liquid CO2.
Bureau Veritas recently approved a CO2 cargo tank system that will carry liquefied CO2 at low temperatures and at
high pressure.
By Luis Gronda

Marathon to cut 3Q output from full rates
Marathon Petroleum plans to reduce crude throughput in
the current quarter for refinery maintenance after facilities
ran at full capacity in the second quarter to capture surging
margins.
Marathon's refining and marketing profit in the three
months through June rose to $7.12bn, up from $224mn a year
earlier and the highest in at least a decade. The company's
average refining margin in the quarter tripled to $37.54/bl
amid rising prices for gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel.
Marathon ramped up second-quarter refinery utilization
to about 100pc, excluding idled facilities, up by six percentage points from a year earlier. Crude throughputs in the
quarter rose to 2.89mn b/d, up by 6.7pc from a
year earlier, while total throughputs rose by 7.5pc to
3.07mn b/d.
"One of the reasons we ran 100pc in the second quarter
is we really wanted to meet market demand," Marathon
executive vice president of refining Ray Brooks said on an
earnings conference call. "And so we challenged ourselves to
what we could do in that regard."
Marathon expects third-quarter utilization at 94pc as it
spends $400mn on refinery maintenance. While down from
the second quarter, capacity utilization would be up by one
percentage point from a year earlier.
The refiner plans to trim third-quarter utilization at its
US west coast refineries to 90pc, while utilization at US Gulf
coast and US midcontinent refineries are expected to be
96pc and 93pc, respectively.
“We have more turnaround plus catalyst work that we'll
be doing in this three-month period," Brooks said.
Some of the upcoming maintenance will involve work at
Marathon's 593,000 b/d Galveston Bay refinery in Texas City,
Texas, as well as at the company's 585,000 b/d Garyville,
Louisiana, refinery.
Marathon by the end of this year also plans to complete
the first phase of work converting the shuttered Martinez
refinery near San Francisco, California, into a
48,000 b/d renewable diesel refinery.
In the third quarter, Marathon expects total throughput
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to be 2.91mn b/d, up by 2.4pc from a year earlier. I
nflation and high natural gas prices will likely add operational costs during the third quarter, but consumer demand
has so far remained strong, the company said..
"We had a little bit of a speed bump around the fourth
of July where demand was slightly below where we thought
it should be," senior vice president of global feedstocks Rick
Hessling said. "Ever since then, though, we've seen week-onweek increases, and demand is picking up really across the
board, but specifically in gasoline and diesel.”
Marathon's second-quarter gasoline yield rose to 653,000
b/d, up by 25pc from a year earlier, while its distillates yield
rose by 28pc to 504,000 b/d.
Marathon owns and operates 13 refineries across the US
Gulf coast, midcontinent, and west coast regions.
By Jared Ainsworth

Suncoke trims coal export outlook
Suncoke Energy’s export terminal in the US Gulf may handle
less coal this year than previously thought following supply
and logistics challenges around the start of 2022.
The US coke maker and logistics company now expects
the Convent Marine Terminal in Convent, Louisiana, to
handle around 6mn short tons (5.44mn metric tonnes) of
coal this year. It previously projected the terminal would
handle 5.5mn-7mn st of coal in 2022.
The company raised its outlook for other products being
handled by Convent this year to around 4mn st from previous
projections of 3mn-3.5mn st.
Coal production and rail logistics issues that had dragged
down Convent’s volumes in the final three months of 2021
and the first quarter of 2022 eased last quarter, company
executives said. And after spending April through June
“catching up” on shipments, “we are now seeing perhaps
a more normal run rate in the back half” of this year, chief
executive Mike Rippey said. He added that global thermal
coal demand “remains quite high.”
Convent handled 2.62mn st of coal and other bulk commodities in the second quarter, up from 2.58mn st a year
earlier and the most since the first quarter of 2021. But
with the 21pc year-on-year drop in first quarter volumes,
Convent’s loadings for the first half of 2022 fell to 4.88mn st
from 5.43mn st.
Suncoke raised its outlook for domestic terminal coal volumes to around 11mn st. It previously expected the facilities
to handle 10.2mn st, which would have been flat with last
year's volumes.
The company’s Kanawha River, Lake and Dismal River
terminals loaded 3.19mn st of coal last quarter, the most
since the final three months of 2019. And the terminals’
loadings for the first half of 2022 climbed to 6.16mn st from
4.97mn st.
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But domestic volumes may decline in the back half of
this year. Suncoke's revised guidance for all of 2022, while
higher than before, implies the company expects the facilities to handle an average 2.42mn st of coal in the third and
fourth quarters.
Suncoke kept projections for its 2022 domestic coke
production and sales at 4.1mn st.
Coke production last quarter fell to about 997,000st from
1.05mn st a year earlier and sales declined to 1.01mn st from
1.06mn st. Suncoke attributed the decreases to a change in
product mix and the timing of plant outages and repairs.
The company’s coke volume targets imply production and
sales will be higher in the back half of this year than in the
first six months of 2022 as well as in July-December 2021.
But segment profits may be lower. That reflects recent declines in seaborne metallurgical coal prices, which Suncoke
passes through to some customers, Rippey said.
By Courtney Schlisserman

Panama Canal delays support USGC MR rates
Delays are getting longer for medium range (MR) clean tankers transiting the Panama Canal, supporting US Gulf coast
clean tanker rates as they rebound toward record highs.
The wait time for an MR tanker without a reservation
to transit northbound through the Panama Canal rose this
morning to eight days, the longest wait in eight weeks, according to the Panama Canal Authority. The increased delays
have helped support the recent US Gulf coast clean tanker
rally toward April's record highs by limiting tonnage replenishment in the region.
At the start of today's trading session, nine MR tankers
were available to load in the US Gulf coast during the next
five days, down from 17 on 18 July, according to a shipbroker.
As of 2:30pm ET today, 16 MR tankers were waiting near
the canal’s Atlantic leading entrance, according to Vortexa
data. When wait times are below the one-year average of
five days, vessel queues rarely reach double digits.
Ongoing bottlenecks at ports on Mexico’s west coast also
are limiting tonnage replenishment in the US Gulf coast by
holding up some MR tankers for more than month as they
wait to discharge.
At 2:30pm ET, 29 laden MR tankers were waiting at or
near ports on Mexico’s west coast, little changed from 28
tankers a week ago, according to Vortexa data.
Six of those MR tankers have been waiting since at least
early July, including the Seaways Jeju, which has been floating near the port of Rosarito, Mexico, since 28 June after
loading gasoline in the US Gulf coast on 2 June.
The reduced available tonnage supply in the US Gulf
coast has met a surge of Latin America-bound refined export
demand, helping spur a rebound over the past two weeks
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toward April’s all-time highs. Since 15 July, the US Gulf
coast-Chile rate has increased by 61pc to $3.95mn lump sum,
1pc below 11 April’s record of $4mn.
By Michael Connolly
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